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Travelers Insurance_ A Salute To Public Risk Managers
(DESCRIPTION)
Flood waters reach high up on a mailbox. A tornado looms in distance beyond traffic lights. A fire ravages a
home. Snow sweeps across a road. Hail falls on truck. Text, Because of you our communities are able to
weather challenges and meet complex and emerging risks head on.
(SPEECH)
[ENERGETIC MUSIC]
(DESCRIPTION)
A street closed.
Two men cut down a tree. An excavator carries numerous trees.
A man chops a tree. Three workers rake debris.
A man holds a stop sign beside road construction. Waste Management truck dumps trash into it. A vast
cityscape on the water's edge. A truck drives down a residential road past a white flowering tree.
A girl flips and jumps into a pool. A United States flag waves in the wind. The United States Constitution
papers. A U S flag laid out. Text, Because of you, our families are safe.
A boy makes a U S flag out of chalk on the sidewalk. A Sheriff opens his car door. A police officer with a dog.
Dozens of cops on motorcycles. Text, Our businesses are thriving and our communities are growing. A vast
residential area. A large city building. A man at a podium. Sports bleachers at sunset. A community softball
game. A woman is tagged out as she heads to home base. A man gives a presentation to five board members. A
woman in a wheel chair gives high fives on a basketball court. A parade. Firefighters carry a woman on a
stretcher. They put out a fiery blaze. A teacher with young students. A construction worker takes off his hat and
wipes his neck with a towel. A man smiles as a U S flag waves behind him. Text, Thanks to all of you who have
made serving and protecting the public your way of life. We're proud to do our part to protect you.
On behalf of the 28,000 Travelers employees across the nation who live, work, play and raise their families in
the communities that you serve, Thank you. Logo, Travelers. Text, It's better under the umbrella.

